Love in The land of ice & fire
Reykjavik Tour, Day 1
Stay at Tower Suites Reykjavík
Today will get to see all of the landmarks in Downtown Reykjavík and learn about its main attractions. The tour is
expected to last approximately 3-4 hours.Your driver and expert guide will take you to see notable sites
including Hafnarfjordur fish market, the presidential residence at Bessastadir, Hallgrimskirkja church and Harpa
concert hall. As a main part of the visit you will stop by the Perlan exhibition center to enjoy the wonders of
Iceland and the marvelous views from the observation deck. Here, visitors can see, feel and experience Iceland’s
wonders all in one place.

Southern Iceland Tour, Day 2
Stay at Tower Suites Reykjavík
Venture down to the south coast of Iceland, for a day
filled with glacial vistas, waterfalls and black beaches.
Sites may include Seljalandsfoss and Skogafoss
waterfalls, as well as the black beach Reynisfjara with
the beautiful columnar basalt and Reynisdrangar rock
formations in the distance. You will also visit the
iconic Eyjafjallajokull volcano, one of the few
stratovolcanoes found in Iceland.

Diving Training, Day 3
Stay at Tower Suites Reykjavík
A training session will be conducted and you will experience a confined water dive at the swimming pool, followed
by two open water dives in a local dive site that will be decided by the instructor on the day of the tour depending
on weather conditions. It will most likely be one of the following sites: Kleifarvatn, Garður or Bjarnagjá. The course
usually takes 10-12 hours depending on the students.

Diving In Silfra, Day 4
Stay at The Retreat at Blue Lagoon
Today you will experience a Diving Silfra Day Tour.
During the one hour drive to Thingvellir National
Park, your guide will introduce you to the unique
geological and cultural history of Silfra and the
surrounding Thingvellir area. Upon arrival at the
Silfra fissure, your guide will give you a detailed
briefing of the dive site and the most important
aspects of dry suit diving. With high- quality
equipment it’s time to take the plunge and
experience diving Silfra’s pristine, crystal clear
water.

Blue Lagoon Experience & Northern Lights, Day 5 - Final Day
Stay at The Retreat at Blue Lagoon
Today is a day of leisure for you both to enjoy the Blue Lagoon and its offerings. Later in the evening we will try
and escape the crowds, go off the beaten track by a super jeep and explore the Northern Lights!
You’ll leave the light pollution of the city in the evening, on this approximately four-hour tour and head out into
the dark night in our super jeeps. Once we have found a suitable spot, you will stop to observe this fascinating
natural phenomenon also known as Aurora Borealis.

